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Kesubos Daf Chaf Tes

The obligation of K’nas with a non-jewess.

בכתובות דף כ"ט. במשנה, אלו נערות שיש להן קנס הבא על הממזרת ועל הנתינה ועל הכותית.

- א -

Boi’el Aramis and how it affects the chiyuv k’nas
רש"י, תוספות, רעק"א, הפלאה, דברי יחקאל, אור שמח, קובץ שיעורים, הר צבי 

Why is there no k’nas with a non-jewess / Does a Boi’el Aramis 
have the halcha of kom lei bideraba minei / What about the 

halcha of rodef / uncertainty in kom lei bideraba minei

 The Mishna tells us that there is no k’nas in the case .א
of a kuttis. Rashi1 explains that our Tanna is of the 

opinion that Kuttim did not undergo a complete geirus 
 and as such are forbidden. The prohibition – גירי אריות –
stems from the passuk 2בם תתחתן   thou shalt not – לא 
marry into them.

Tosafos3 however questions this. They point out that 
the gemoro on יא. discusses the option of a גר קטן retro-
actively denouncing their geirus, and emphatically asks 
 Is it possible we give her – יהיב לה קנס ואזלי ואכלה בגויותה
k’nas for her to enjoy as a non-jewess. As such they assert 
that the Tanna cannot hold that kuttim geriri aroyois, 
since they obviously will not receive k’nas. Tosafos con-
cludes that the Tanna undoubtedly holds that kuttim 
are gerei emes, - true converts – and nonetheless do not 
receive k’nas. This is because בהם יטמע   Chazal – שמא 
wished to discourage intermarriage with kuttim.

HaGa’on R’ Akiva Eiger asks a simple question on 
Tosafos. Why is it that Tosafos had to quote a gemoro in 
 .to establish that a non-jewess does not receive k’nas .יא
Surely Tosafos could have proved their assumption from 
our Mishna itself. Why does our Mishna limit the hala-
cha to that of a kuttis, the Mishna should have said all 
non jews receive k’nas. If the mishna specified a kuttis, 

evidently the kuttis is the exception, while a typical 
non-jewess will not receive k’nas.

R’ Akiva Eiger answers that one might have consid-
ered kuttim an exception for a different reason. Perhaps 
one would have said that indeed a non-jewess does not 
receive k’nas, not because of the s’vara that she will enjoy 
it as a gentile, but rather because of the halacha of בא על 
 a zealot may slay someone who – ארמית קנאים פוגעים בו
has marital relationships with a non jew. Since he may 
be slain, he is included in חייבי מיתות בית דין – one who 
receives capital punishment. As such he will be exempt 
from payment, due to the halacha of קם ליה ברבה מיניה – 
we will not carry out monetary penalties on one who is 
receiving capital punishment. 

Following this reasoning, we would have assumed 
that in fact there is no k’nas for a non-jewess, however 
a kuttis would still be the exception. Since there are a 
minority of kuttim who in fact are gerei emes, a zealot 
would not be allowed to slay a בא על הכותית. Therefore, 
specifically kuttim would receive k’nas unlike other 
gentiles. Therefore, explains R’ Akiva Eiger, Tosafos was 
forced to bring a proof from יא..

The acharonim deliberate many details of R’ Akiva 
Eiger’s answer.

The hafla’a4 discusses the concept of בדרבה ליה   קם 
 In this .קנאים פוגעים בו applying as an outcome of מיניה
case the chiyuv misa is only short term – once he is no 
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Shabbos Daf Lamed Ches

L’halacha the Rishonim disagree concerning whether we pasken
like Rebbi Meir or Rebbi Yehudah. The Rif 9 asserts that the halacha
follows Rebbi Yehudah, and the Ran 10 explains his reasoning to be
because Rav publicly darshened as such. This being the case the
halacha follows suit. The same is raised by both the Rambam 11 and
Ramban 12 as well. Additionally, the Beis Yosef 13 writes that the
words of the Rosh 14 seem to lean this way too.

On the other hand, Tosafos in Chullin 15 asserts that the halacha
follow Rebbi Meir, and his reasoned is because this is how Rav
instructed his students. Additionally, the Beis Yosef 16 brings this
b’shem both the Smag and Sefer HaTerumah as well.

The Shulchan Aruch 17 determines like the opinions of the Rif,
Rambam, and Rosh to pasken like Rebbi Yehudah (as we have already
mentioned).

On the other hand, the Biur HaGra there goes to great lengths and
concludes like Rebbi Meir. The Mishna Berurah 18 cites this opinion
of the Gra and how he follows in the footsteps of Tosafos and his
colleagues who all pasken like Rebbi Meir that even b’mayzid it is
only assur to eat from food cooked on Shabbos until Motzei Shabbos.
This applies even to the one who cooked it, and b’shogeig everyone
can partake from the food immediately on Shabbos itself. The Mishna
Berurah asserts that in a time of need one is allowed to rely on this
where the food was cooked b’shogeig.

The implication of his words is that it is specifically with regards
to shogeig that one can rely on Tosafos to pasken like Rebbi Meir.
On the other hand, b’mayzid on wouldn’t be allowed to rely on Rebbi
Meir’s opinion allowing the cook to partake from the food on Motzei
Shabbos. With regard to a mayzid we must act stringently like Rebbi
Yehudah who holds that the food is perpetually assur.

- ב -
Maiseh Shabbos with regard to a Melacha where nothing is done to the object itself

Where one was motzi something from one reshus to the
other, if such a thing is assur because of Maiseh Shabbos /

Specifics in this inyan

- יונה  רבנו תוס', אדם, חיי רמ"א, טור, -

[ב ] Although both our Mishna and Gemara only make reference to
cooking on Shabbos, it is already made known from the Tur that

this concept of Maiseh Shabbos doesn’t differentiate. Practically

speaking, the issur of Maiseh Shabbos is not something specific to
Bishul creating an issur for one to eat food cooked on Shabbos. On
the contrary, it applies to any Melacha. If someone transgresses any
of the Melachos Shabbos it is then forbidden for him to benefit from
what he did. Additionally, in the Shulchan Aruch 19 the Mechaber
brings this concept of not being able to eat what one cooked on
Shabbos, and the Rema adds that this is applicable to the other
Melachos as well. 

NOTESNOTES

If a Maiseh Shabbos is assur b’hana’ah / Two aspects to Maiseh
Shabbos, and the difference between Mevashel and other Melachos /
Something cooked on Shabbos is given similar status to other
forbidden foods / Where one cooked water and it got cold again /

Where one cooked water for washing and it got cold again
- שלמה  מנחת שו"ת -

[1] The Minchas Shlomo 31 comments on this that the Tur writes how the din Maiseh
Shabbos applies to all Melachos making it assur to benefit from the act performed.
He points out that according to this the issur Maiseh Shabbos isn’t specifically an
issur achilah (eating) but also an issur ha’na’ah (benfit). However, this is difficult
to understand. In Bava Kama 32 we see that even Rebbi Yochanan Hasandler who
holds Maiseh Shabbos is assur min hatorah, nevertheless this is only an issur achilah
and not an issur ha’na’ah, and it is something learnt out from pesukim. Now, if this
is true (that the issur is only an issur achilah and not an issur ha’na’ah) for Rebbi
Yochanan Hasandler who holds that Maiseh Shabbos is assur min hatorah, then it
must certainly should be the case for both Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Yehuda who hold
the issur is merely m’drabbanan. As such, it is difficult to understand how we can
say it is assur to benefit from all types of Maiseh Shabbos.

To answer he asserts that in truth there are two forms of the issur Maiseh
Shabbos. Therefore, although by all the Melachos one does on Shabbos there is an
issur to benefit from them, nevertheless this doesn’t pose a contradiction to what the
Gemara in Bava Kama says concerning how a Maiseh Shabbos is only assur for
consumption and not benefit. We will now bring a brief account of his words.

The first thing to know is that by all Melachos Shabbos whenever the Melacha
actually activates the object for benefit, then it most certainly is assur to benefit from
the Maiseh Shabbos. Examples would include where one heats up water for bathing
purposes, or launders clothing to wear. In such cases it is assur to benefit from the
act of issur although in both situations the issur is purely benefit related. This is
because it is assur to use something if the usage only comes through benefitting from
one of the Melachos Shabbos. The source for this is from the Mishna in Terumos 33

concerning where one toivels vessels on Shabbos. We say there that if done b’shogeig
he may use them, and b’mayzid not. As such, it is clear that the issur Maiseh Shabbos
applies even to benefit through something’s usage, and not just an issur achilah.

On the other hand, concerning Bishul there is an additional element. When one
cooks on Shabbos the meat gets a din of basar tereifah m’drabbanan. As such, it
becomes assur for consumption just like all other forbidden foods. Because of this
the Magen Avraham 34 asserts that even the pot it was cooked in becomes assur as
well. One then needs to do hagalah on the pot and it is necessary even if a 24 hour
period passes making it no longer a Ben Yomo. Although there would have logically
been room to say that after 24 hours the pot should only give off negative tastes
through which one doesn’t benefit, nevertheless we see clearly that the Chachamim
made the issur Maiseh Shabbos by Bishul comparable to all other forbidden foods.
The same way by other issurim the pot is also assur for use even when not a Ben
Yomo, so too this follows for Maiseh Shabbos as well.

With this in mind we can now explain what is said in Bava Kama that even
according to Rebbi Yochanan Hasandler the issur is only an issur achilah and not an
issur ha’na’ah. What this means to say is that although the food get the status of a
maichal assur, nevertheless this only makes it forbidden for consumption and not
benefit. It doesn’t become like Arlah, Klayim, or Hekdesh where benefit is also
forbidden. However, this is said specifically with regard to benefit that one could
have enjoyed even before the Maiseh was performed. This is because it isn’t caused
by the forbidden Melacha such as where one benefits through giving the food to his
friend as a gift, or to his animal to eat. As long as these things are done in a way
where one doesn’t benefit from the Bishul itself, we then say that although the
Chachamim gave it the status of forbidden food, nevertheless this only makes it assur
for his consumption and not benefit. On the other hand, there is also benefit which
one is only capable of having through the act of Bishul that was performed. Such
benefit is most definitely assur being that it is only had through the act of issur, and
this is clear from what the Mishna teaches that one may not use vessels which he
toiveled on Shabbos.
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Notes

[1] The Divrei Yechezkel13 raises an additional point. R’ Akiva Eiger 
explains that we do not say kana’im poigim boi in this case, as 

a minority of kuttim are gerei emes. Asks the Divrei Yechezkel surely 
we should follow the tenet of rov, - majority, and assume that she is 
indeed a gentile, and as such a zealot may in fact slay him.

He suggests that one can consider kuttim as kavu’a – a fixed sit-
uation, where one does not follow rov. 

A second suggestion he raises is that kana’im poigim boi cannot 
be ruled by rov. The depth of this is that in truth kana’im poigim boi 

is not a classic chiyuv misa, in fact we discourage the zealot. As such 
one can only say kana’im poigim boi in a situation where there is no 
room for doubt. 

[2] The Hagahos Boruch Ta’am on the hafla’a is metzaten a 
Rambam14. His intention is that the Rambam explains the lim-

itations of kana’im poigim boi and limits it to the actual duration 
of the act, and explains that the boi’el may in fact slay the zealot, as 
the zealot is considered a roideif. As such it would seem that one 
cannot compare kana’im poigim boi to a classic chiyuv misa.

longer involved with the non-jewess one is no longer 
allowed to kill him. Perhaps kom lei applies only with an 
absolute chiyuv misa.

He proves from a sugya in Sanhedrin that kom lei 
applies even with a short term chiyuv. The gemoro there 
is discussing the halcha of a rodeif, one who is intending 
to kill another. In such a case the halacha is ,הבא להורגיך 
 one who is intending to kill you, you may – השכם להורגו
precede him and kill him. This halacha is limited to such 
time as he actually intending to kill, once he has changed 
his mind one is obviously no longer allowed to kill him. 
Yet, the gemoro is clear that kom lei applies, on a practical 
level the gemoro says, הבא במחתרת ושבר כלים פטור – one 
who is coming in a tunnel, intending to kill, and breaks 
items along the way, is not obligated to pay. Evidently 
kom lei applies even with a short term chiyuv misa.

The Divrei Yechezkel5 further points out an inherent 
difference between a classic chiyuv misa and kana’im 
poigim boi. A classic chiyuv misa is incumbent on beis 
din to carry out, however kana’im poigim is not only 
not incumbent, in fact it is discouraged6. As such per-
haps there shouldn’t be kom lei. Nonetheless R’ Akiva 
Eiger obviously understands that it the same to a classic 
chiyuv misa, and that there is kom lei. [1]  However, the 
Ohr Same’ach7 actually makes the above distinction, and 
paskens that one does not say kom lei in a situation of 
kana’im poigim boi. [2]

R’ Elchonon Wasserman8 discusses another halacha. 

What happens, ponders R’ Elchonon, if one is unsure 
whether kom lei applies. Would one say that it is an 
uncertainty in monetary matters, and as such we say 
 one cannot force another to – המוציא מחבירו עליו הראיה
pay without proof. Or perhaps one can suggest that we 
need a definite chiyuv misa to exempt one from payment, 
and without a definite chiyuv he remains obligated to pay. 
Points out R’ Elchonon, that R’ Akiva Eiger held that in 
such a case one is obligated to pay. We see this from his 
sevara to differentiate between a kuttis and every other 
non-jewess. As he explains that by every non-jewess 
there is a halacha of kana’im poigim boi, however a kuttis 
there is a minority who are Jewish, and as such there is 
no kana’im poigim boi. Surely, says R’ Elchonon there 
remains a possibility of kana’im poigim boi, because 
after all, perhaps this particular person is not part of the 
minority. Seemingly an uncertain kom lei is obligated to 
pay.

R’ Tzvi Pesach Frank9 however disagrees. It is possible 
that even an uncertain chiyuv misa is adequate to exempt 
one from monetary obligations. Nonetheless, this is 
only because he may truly be chayav, therefore we say 
hamoitzi meichavero alav haraya. 

However, this will only apply with a classic chiyuv 
misa. But in our case, the entire concept of the chiyuv is 
the ability of a zealot actually slaying him. Since techni-
cally a zealot may not, in fact, do so, therefore we cannot 
consider him chayav. Therefore, in this particular case a 
sofeik chiyuv misa will not exempt him from payment. 
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Notes

[3] The Divrei Yechezkel15 suggests a further approach. He explains 
that in fact the majority of kuutim are true converts, and as 

such they are receive k’nas and all other benefits of Judaism. [Even 

though we do not necessarily follow rov in monetary matters, 
nonetheless once rov has established that they are to be treated as 
Jews, we follow this precept in monetary matters too.]

- ב -
Shitas Rashi in the sugya

חתם סופר, מגיני שלמה, ים של שלמה 

Possibly even a non-jewess is entitled to k’nas / Geirei Aroyois are 
not fully gentiles / Perhaps there is rabbinic ordinance of k’nas

 The Chasam Sofer is meyashev shitas Rashi. Rashi .ב
explains that kuttim are geirei aroyois, - insincere con-

verts, who are not actually considered Jewish. Tosafos 
however asks that if so, surely there should not be k’nas. 
Tosafos proves this from the gemoro earlier in יא. The 
gemoro there discusses the option of a גר קטן retroac-
tively denouncing their geirus, and emphatically asks יהיב 
 Is it possible we give her k’nas – לה קנס ואזלי ואכלה בגויותה
for her to enjoy as a non-jewess. As such they assert that 
the tanna cannot hold that kuttim geriri aroyois, as a gen-
tile obviously will not receive k’nas.

Explains the Chasam Sofer, Rashi holds that even a 
non-jewess is entitled to k’nas. Why then is the gemoro 
earlier so emphatic that we would not give a ger koton 
k’nas? The Chasam sofer quotes a Rosh in Kiddushin10 
that a ger koton is penalized for idolatry, however a 
non-jewess who does not engage in idolatry will actually 
receive k’nas. As such a kuttis will receive k’nas.

He adds, that although the Yerushalmi tells us that 
a shifcha does not receive k’nas, as she is אינה בת הויה - 
unable to marry, nonetheless a non-jewess has the 
option of becoming Jewish, therefore she is considered 
a בת הויה.

The Maginei Shlomo offers a different mehalech in 
Rashi. He disagrees with the Chasam Sofer and says that 
a typical non-jewess will not receive k’nas. Nonetheless, 
he suggests that a kuttis is different. This is since גירי אריות 
does not mean that that are considered fully as gentiles. 
He suggests that kuttim have some halachos of Jews, and 
actually receive k’nas11. Nonetheless we may not marry 
them, since their geirus was a result of fear.

A third approach is offered by the Yam shel Shlomo. 
He assumes that kuttim are indeed full gentiles, and that 
a gentile is not entitled to k’nas. Nonetheless, as kuttim 
behave in many ways like Jews. Chazal instituted k’nas 
in this case.12 [3]

מראי מקומות
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